Editorial

Using Utilities
Rheumatology has a long tradition in the development and
application of patient-reported outcome measures (PROM),
dating back to the Health Assessment Questionnaire
(HAQ)1 and the Arthritis Impact Measurement Scales2.
More recently, generic instruments including the Medical
Outcome Study Short-Form 36-item (SF-36) Health Survey
Questionnaire3 and the EuroQol EQ-5D4 have been increasingly used alongside an array of disease-specific instruments available within rheumatology. The broader focus of
generic instruments measuring aspects of health status and
quality of life that are more generally relevant permits comparisons across diseases and with the general population5. In
this issue of The Journal Linde and colleagues6 compared
EQ-5D scores for 3156 RA patients from 11 outpatient clinics in Denmark with scores for the Danish general population, and found that score differences were strongly associated with disease activity.
Generic instruments that incorporate societal preferences
for health states, known as utility measures, comprise a single index, which can be used to form quality-adjusted lifeyears (QALY) for use in economic evaluation. This aims to
compare the cost and benefits of healthcare to aid the efficient allocation of resources for health services. Utility values are derived by asking individuals for their preferences
when given a choice between health states, ranging on a
scale from zero for death to 1 for perfect health. The QALY
combines utility with the time spent in the health state.
There are 2 types of utility measures: those that are direct
measures of preferences including the standard gamble and
time tradeoff, and those that are indirect and include preference weights based on societal preferences, including the
EuroQoL (EQ-5D)4, Health Utilities Index (HUI)7, and the
Medical Outcome Study Short-Form Survey 6D (SF-6D)3.
The latter are more widely used within healthcare evaluation
and have greater acceptability among patients. Among these
instruments, the EQ-5D is the most widely evaluated and
applied8,9 and comprises 5 questions with 3 levels, thus giv-

ing 243 health states. Each of these states has a utility value
derived from surveys in the general population designed to
elicit preferences for health states described by the EQ-5D.
While some disease-specific instruments include utilities,
among them the HAQ10, their restricted focus limits their
scope for use in economic evaluation.
There is evidence that different utility measures give different costs per QALY, due to differences in the health
states they describe and their different approaches to deriving utility values11-13. Utility values for the SF-6D are
based on the standard gamble while those for the EQ-5D are
based on the time tradeoff and visual analog scale. The
SF-6D is based on 11 questions with 3 to 6 levels, compared
to 5 questions with 3 levels for the EQ-5D. The EQ-5D,
now available with 5 levels14, was the version used in the
study by Linde, et al6. There is evidence that this version of
the EQ-5D is a better descriptive system for deriving utilities and has lower ceiling effects and greater discriminatory power15,16, and hence is potentially more responsiveness
to changes in health.
Given that there is currently no preferred method of calculating QALY, it is recommended that different approaches be compared9. Utility measures such as the EQ-5D and
SF-6D are relatively short; the latter is derived from the
widely used SF-36, and therefore the 2 are suitable for use
concurrently. Appropriate disease-specific PROM and clinical measures can also contribute to cost-effectiveness
analysis. While narrower in scope than economic evaluation based on QALY, such disease-specific measures contribute to making treatment decisions and can also shed
light on discrepancies between different approaches to
QALY, providing an external form of validation. The appropriate selection of other forms of PROM, including diseasespecific instruments and clinical measures, is not without its
problems. There is an array of instruments for patients with
rheumatic diseases8 and those responsible for the application of PROM for use within clinical trials and other forms
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of evaluation must consider appropriate selection criteria
alongside professional recommendations8. Moreover, many
disease-specific instruments produce a number of scale
scores relating to different aspects of health, which complicates cost-effectiveness calculations.
Remission of disease activity is the primary goal in current treatment of RA that includes expensive biologics. The
Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28), a composite measure of
disease activity11, is widely used in the evaluation of disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs. Achievement of disease remission or achievement of a low disease activity state
can also be used in cost-effectiveness analysis to compare
interventions. Clinical measures are important for the interpretation of PROM, including changes in instrument scores,
and they provide external validity. Linde and colleagues
found that EQ-5D scores had a strong association with 2
established measures of disease activity, the Clinical
Disease Activity Score (CDAI)12 and the DAS2811, after
controlling for comorbidity, lifestyle, and sociodemographic variables. This is evidence that the EQ-5D measures
aspects of health associated with important clinical outcomes and supports the application of the EQ-5D within
economic evaluation for RA.
Not surprisingly, RA patients had lower EQ-5D scores
than the general population. One could speculate about
whether RA patients in remission would have a quality of
life very different from the general population. In fact, when
one of the disease activity measures (CDAI) was used,
people with RA in remission had EQ-5D scores almost identical to those of the general population, with mean differences of 0.02 for women and 0.01 for men6. When using
DAS28 for defining remission, the differences in EQ-5D
scores between the RA and general populations were small
and in the range of 0.05. Similarly, in the Oslo RA registry
in Norway, we found a cross-sectional unadjusted mean
EQ-5D score of 0.6 compared to 0.8 for the general population, thus 0.2 lower and consistent through different age
groups13. Patients with RA would trade 2 years of a 10-year
life expectancy to be free of RA17, indicating a gain of
15–20 QALY if 100 patients with RA are treated so well that
their quality of life is similar to that of the general population over a 1-year period. In their study, Linde, et al show
that this gain is actually seen in the proportion of patients at
disease remission. Such costly treatments must show
cost-effectiveness not only within rheumatology but also in
relation to other areas of medicine. Hence, broadly applicable generic PROM in the form of utility measures that can
be used in economic evaluation and QALY calculations are
necessary alongside clinical measures and disease-specific
instruments.
Utility measures were developed to include what are generally viewed as the most important aspects of health in a
single index and through the inclusion of preferences or values for weighting life-years in QALY calculations.
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However, given the differences in the performance of available measures there is a need for further research before
agreement can be reached on standardization for QALY calculation within rheumatology. The EQ-5D has come under
criticism for the brevity of its health states, and the addition
of 2 extra levels for each of the 5 questions in the version
reported here goes some way to addressing this important
limitation. Recent research findings including those reported6 are encouraging, and this version of the instrument
should be compared with other utility measures within
rheumatology, including the SF-6D.
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